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ABSTRACT
Software verification and validation (V&V) is a broad systems engineering approactn to ensure
software quality and gain optimum software performance. V&V supports the requirements for
project management and quality assurance. Whan used with other software engineering standards,
V&V helps to produce safe, secure, reliable, and maintainable software programs.
This report describes how the software verification and validation methodology and V&V standards
provide a strong framework for developing quality software. First, the report describes software
V&V, its objectives, recommended tasks, and guidance for selecting techniques to perform V&V. It
explains the difference between V&V and quality assurance, development system engineering, and
user organization functions. The report explains that V&V produces maximum benefits when it is
performed independent of development functions and provides a brief discussion of how V&V
benefits change when embedded in quality assurance, development systems engineering, and user
An analysis of two studies of V&V's cost-effectiveness concludes that cost
organizations.
benefits of V&V's early error detection outweigh the cost of performing V&V.

Next the report describes several software engineering standards for V&V, project management,
and quality assurance. The report describes each V&V standard according to its V&V requirements
and techniques. Then the report provides an overview description of project management and
quality assurance standards and explains how the V&V standards may be used along with them. The
report provides insights on how to use management, quality, and V&V techniques and methodology to
structure a quality software development.

Keywords: computer assurance; evaluation; project management; software development; software
engineering; software maintenance; software management; software safety; software security;
software standards; software testing; software verification and validation.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The purpose

of this report

is

to

cycle phase to evaluate and test
software (Section 2);

show how

software verification and validation (V&V)
standards establish a strong framework for

2)

Description

of

standards

and

guidelines for planning and managing V&V (Section 3); and

developing quality software. The key characteristic of software V&V as an effective standard is
its broad systems engineering approach to
ensuring that quality is built into the software
during each software life cycle phase - an
approach often ignored in today's highly competi-

3)

Description of general project and

assurance

quality
(Section

standards

4).

In the section describing the overview of V&V,
the report first provides some historical Information about V&V and its objectives. Differences in
the role of V&V from other organizations (e.g.,
quality assurance, systems engineering, and

tive marketplace.

However, business and governments are
beginning to recognize that investment dollars
placed into producing quality software return
better profits and increase system safety and
security (e.g., reliability). Producing reliable
software requires the use of software engineering
standards involving both management and
product /process standards, and the use of many
different quality techniques - not just review, not
just inspection, or not just testing.
A total
software quality program requires a well-planned,
comprehensive application of quality engineering
disciplines implemented by all participants (e.g.,
management, technical engineering, quality
assurance team) throughout the software
development and maintenance life cycle.

The discussion also
buyer) are described.
how these other organizations can use
V&V techniques as part of their role and responsibilities. This section describes a minimum
recommended set of analyses and tests and
provides guidance on how and when to select
specific V&V techniques so that V&V resources
can be effectively focused on the more difficult
problems or areas of the software. Finally, the
report analyzes two V&V case studies to provide
opinions about where V&V was most effective.
explains

Section 3 of the report describes several V&V
standards and guidelines which evolved in the
late 70's and early 80's. These standards are

assurance standards
development process to conform to
broad quality requirements involving quality

Traditionally, the quality

representative of the current direction of Federal

require the

agencies and industries, businesses, and
academia involved in consensus standards.
Other countries and international standards

procedures, major reviews, applicable standards,

documentation requirements, and general

organizations

software quality attributes. Most of these quality
standards do not define how to evaluate software

Australian Standards Society, Canadian Stan-

(e.g., British

Standards

Institute,

Software

dards Organizations, and International Standards
Organization) have recently developed, are
developing, or are considering adopting V&V
standards or quality standards referencing V&V.
Bibliographies of software engineering standards

activities

may be found

products for compliance with technical specifications for safety, security, quality enhancement,
and functional and performance requirements.

V&V fills this gap by employing
and tasks to provide the detailed
engineering assessment (including testing) for
evaluating

how

well the software

technical specifications.
dards,

when implemented

Software

meeting

V&V

report compares and contrasts each V&V
standard and guideline on how it complies with
the key V&V activities. In fact, the list of key
V&V activities forms a basic approach for
systematically evaluating any software in
determining how well the software is satisfying
its performance and safety/security requirements.

The

its

stan-

addition to other

in

quality standards, provide a

comprehensive

computer assurance program
development

is

for software

efforts.

provide an understanding of software V&V and
the standards which describe it, the report is

To

Section 4 describes the generic project management and quality standards which require a V&V
effort or include V&V activities as pan of their
domain; some do both. These generic project

divided into three sections:
1)

in [2,3,41.

Overview of V&V including the V&V
techniques available in each life
-1-

level

standards reference

of detail

project

because each

management

V&V
is

Aeronautics and Space Administration, as well as
medical and nuclear power industries. The key

to different levels

focused on other

V&V

standards issued since 1970 are shown in
some agencies, like the Food and Drug
Administration, are presently deciding how to
enter V&V requirements into their policies and
procedures regarding medical devices.

or generic quality issues.

However, each generic project level standard has
recognized the value of V&V as a means of
evaluating software's compliance with its
performance, and safety/security requirements.
All of the standards establish guidelines for
technical review of both the interim and final
products of software development and recognize
that these evaluations and tests must occur at all
phases of the software development life cycle.
Key definitions and segments of these standards

and guidelines are highlighted to provide

figure 1;

In many cases, V&V is governed by standards
establishing software development, project
management, and software quality assurance
requirements. Government and industry began
to develop V&V standards because managers
needed a specification of this methodology for
contract procurements and for monitoring the
technical performance of V&V efforts.

insight

on how to use the standard.
Quality software
difficult

is

becoming increasingly more
2.1 Objectives of

to achieve because of the larger com-

problem being solved and the
development efforts. The need for
quality software is further stressed by the
increasing use of software in critical applications
not only in the obvious weapon systems but now

V&V

V&V

plexities of the

Software

larger scale of

tests software during

in

the control of

critical

day-to-day

functions. This report attempts to

life

comprehensively analyzes and
all stages of its development and maintenance to:

o

sustaining

show that V&V

release for

ensure that it performs no unintended functions, and

o

measure

its

quality

and

reliability.

Software V&V is a systems engineering discipline
which evaluates the software in a systems
context, relative to all system elements of
Like
hardware, users, and other software.
systems engineering, it uses a structured
approach to analyze and test the software
against all system functions and all hardware,
user, and other software interfaces.

use.

2.0

its

o

an effective methodology for controlling
software developments and helping to build
its

performs

it

intended functions correctly,

is

quality into the software before

determine that

OVERVIEW OF SOFTWARE
VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

1961, a software error caused the destruction
a Mariner payload on board a radio-controlled
Atlas booster. The Atlas guidance software had
used incorrect radar data to compute navigation
and steering commands. The cause was a
simple programming error of misusing a hyphen
on previous data rather than on the corrected,
extrapolated data. This simple but expensive
error led the Air Force to require independent
review of the guidance equations and software
implementation of all future mission-critical
space launches. This need to ensure software
quality and performance gave birth to the
methodology of software verification and
In

of

Software quality depends on many attributes,
(e.g., correctness, completeness, accuracy,
consistency, testability, safety, maintainability,
security, reusability).
in

Each organization involved

the software development process contributes

to the building of quality of the software.

When performed
development,

o

V&V
It

in

parallel

with software

yields several benefits:

uncovers high

risk errors early,

team time to
evolve a comprehensive solution
rather than forcing them into a
makeshift fix to accommodate

validation.

giving the design

of V&V became apparent in
improved software quality, including safety and
security, more and more systems began using it.
The methodology has proliferated throughout the
Department of Defense (DoD) services, the
Federal Aviation Administration, and the National

software deadlines.

As the benefits

0

It

evaluates the products against

system requirements.
-2-
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RELEASE

INITIAL

"Design Certification Program for Nuclear Weapon System Software
and Firmware* for Air Force nuclear weapon systems software
(mandatory)

122-9/-10

1970

AFR

800-14

Management: Acquisition and Suppwrt Procedures for
Computer Resources in Systems" for acquisition of major Air Force
embedded computer systems
'Acquisition

1975

MIL-STD-1679
1978

JCMPO

"Software Development

"

for

Navy systems

1

Weapon

INST 8020.1

"Safety Studies, Reviews, cind Evaluation Involving Nuclear

1981

Systems" for Navy nuclear cruise missile weapon systems software
(mandatory)

ANSI/IEEE - ANS 7.4.3.2
1982

FIPSPUB101

Programmable Digital Computer Systems in
Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations" for Nucleiu'
power generation embedded software
"Application Criteria for

"Guideline for Lifecycle Validation, Venfication, and Testing of
Computer Software" for general guidance to computer software

1983

Industry

D0D-STD-2167A and 2168
1985-1988

ANSI/IEEE-STD 1012
1986

NASA SMAP GUIDEBOOKS
1986

for

NASA

of

V&V; adopts ANSI/IEEE 1012

V&V
and Engineering Computer
Programs for the Nuclear Industry" for scientific and engineering
programs (R&D) for nuclear power industry

10.4

"Guidelines for

50-4

"Software Studies and Reviews of Nuclear
Army nuclear weapon system software

1987

ARMY REG

any

"Software Verificaton and Validation for Project Managers" for

and minimum requirements

ANSI/ANS

for

"Guideline for Software Verification and Validation Plans" for uniform

1987

1986
800-5

of Scientific

Weapon Systems"

for

"Software Independent Verification and Validation" for Air Force
systems with potential to cause death, system loss, more than $550K
damage to equipment, or severe illness/Injury

1988

FAA STD

"Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans"
software development

softwsue intensive systems

FIPSPUB132

AFSCP

"Defense System Software Development; Quality Program" for
development of DoD mission critical computer system software

0-26 (DRAFT)

FDA XXX

Aerospace System Software Development" for national
airspace system-advanced automation system

"National

"Reviewer Guidance for Computer Controlled Medical Devices"
computer controlled medical devices.

for

.

4/89-0035-SMV-64S0

Figure

o

History of

standards.

V&V

infrequently).

Up to this point, V&V has been discussed as a
technical discipline using a systems engineering

provides

management

is also used, because of its analytic
approach, as a vehicle for locating high risk areas
of the software system and for analyzing critical
features (e.g., safety and security requirements)

into

and the relationship

of

those features to the

entire system.

gives the user an incremental
of system performance,
with the chance to make early
It

methodology
system and

preview

analyzing the entire software
for driving better performance

for

features into and errors out of high risk, critical
areas of the software. An equally important
concept of V&V is to define who performs the

adjustments.

o

V&V

with
the quality and
progress of the development effort
that is continuous and comprehensive, not just at major review
milestones (which may occur
It

visibility

o

1.

provides decision criteria for
whether or not to proceed to the
next development phase.
It

V&V

in that

the

V&V

organization or group must

possess the following characteristics:

-3-

be unbiased toward the software
solution under review (i.e., fresh
viewpoint); and

o

have a comprehensive engineering
understanding of the technical
problems and the possible solutions
so as to judge whether performance

o

is

satisfied or errors exist.

In section 2.2, the report describes the rdes of
the development team, quality assurance
organization, configuration and data management
groups, and V&V organization. A brief description is provided of how V&V activities are
different from activities performed by other
organizations and groups. In section 2.3, the

functional view demonstrates

how V&V and

other groups complement their software quality
responsibilities.
The software development
group builds the software product to satisfy the
established quality and performance requirements. The group relies on its quality assurance
group, systems engineering, requirements
analysts, designers, programmers, testers, data
and configuration management specialists,
documentation specialists, and others.

The

o

independent V&V; or

quality assurance group verifies that the
development process and products conform to
established standards and procedures. Via
reviews, audits, inspections, and walkthroughs, it
acts as a formal check and balance to monitor
and evaluate software as it is being built. The
software systems engineering group ensures that
the software product satisfies system requirements and objectives. It uses techniques such

o

as part of the development systems
engineering group; or

as simulations to gain reasonable assurance that
system requirements are satisfied.

o

development

The

report identifies four

V&V

A

methods

of organizing

a

effort:

quality assurance

group; or

o

user organization.

A

brief discussion is provided on how the scope
and purpose of V&V activities and tasks differ for
these four methods of organizing a V&V effort.
Also, the advantages and disadvantages of each

method are

identified.

2.2 Responsibilities of

V&V

Versus Other

Groups
While the techniques

of

V&V may

be applied by

anyone involved in software development and
maintenance, a comprehensive V&V effort is
often administered by a specific group.

Similarly

may have developers who are from the
end user organization or who may be contractors
or subcontractors. Other groups may be quality
assurance, configuration management and data
management. The organizational structure of a
project depends on many characteristics (e.g.,

a project

configuration and data management groups
monitor and control the software program
versions and data during their development,
using such techniques as formal audits, change
control records, traceability of requirements, and
sign-off records. The user group must provide
assurance that the software product satisfies
user requirements and operational needs.
Typically, it uses techniques such as formal
design reviews and acceptance testing.

The V&V group

is responsible for verifying that
the software product at each life cycle phase
satisfies software quality attributes and that the
software product at each phase satisfies the
requirements of the previous phase. In addition,
V&V is responsible for validating that the
software satisfies overall system requirements

and objectives. The

activities are directed at the

projects, the structure is not as diverse. On
these projects, the functions described in this
section must still be performed but may be

software, but V&V must consider how the
software interacts with the rest of the system,
including hardware, users, other software, and
with other external systems. V&V maintains its
own configuration and data management
functions on programs, data, and documentation
received from the development organization to
assure V&V discrepancy reports are against
controlled documents and to repeat V&V tests
V&V
against controlled software releases.
responsibilities may vary for different projects;

distributed differently.

some examples

complexity, purpose of the software,
corporate culture, project standards, contractual
size,

requirements).

but

in

many

Often these groups are separate
instances, especially for small

are provided

in

section 2.3.

When

V&V documentation

the V&V group is embedded in
development's systems engineering group, the

evaluation and testing are
conducted by other groups.
The quality assurance group reviews documents
for compliance to standards and performs a
check on the technical correctness of the
different from tfiose

document contents. V&V may perform

V&V

in-depth

may be the Independent test team
systems engineering group, sharing some
test data generated by the systems engineering
group. V&V's results are reviewed and monitored
by the systems engineering and quality assurance groups. An Independent V&V group
reporting to the systems engineering group is
Advantages to using
another alternative.
systems engineering personnel in the V&V tasks
are minimum cost impact to the project; no
system learning for the staff; and no additional
development interfaces. A disadvantage Is the

for the

ment group's testing. In some cases, V&V may
use development test plans and results and
supplement them with additional tests.

A

Effort

major influence on the responsibilities

and

V&V

its

relationship to other groups,

reports. Four

effort are

methods

is

of

to

of organizing

described: independent;

V&V,

loss of engineering analysis objectivity.

whom
a V&V

embedded

When

the V&V group is embedded in the
development's quality assurance group, Its tasks
take on a monitoring, auditing, and reviewing
content (e.g., audit performance, audit support,
test witnessing, walkthrough support, documentation review). In these tasks, the V&V group Is
part of quality assurance and maintains Its
relationship to systems engineering and other
development groups in the same manner as
The main advantages of
quality assurance.
embedding V&V as part of quality assurance are
low cost to the project and bringing V&V analysis
capabilities into reviews, audits, and inspections.
A disadvantage is the loss of an independent
software systems analysis and test capability.

in

the development system engineering group;
embedded in the development quality assurance
group; and embedded in the user group.
traditional approach is that the V&V group is
independent of the development group and is
called independent V&V or IV&V. In this relationship the V&V organization establishes formal
procedures for receiving software releases and
documentation from the development team. V&V
sends all evaluation reports and discrepancy
reports to both the user (or higher level management agency in charge of the development

The

responsibility)

and development group.

maintain an unbiased technical viewpoint,

When

To
V&V

analysis

(e.g.,

simulation).

is

(e.g.,

to develop an

independent assessment of the software quality
and to determine whether the software satisfies
critical system requirements. Advantages of this

approach are detailed analysis and test

of

software requirements; an independent determination of how well the software performs; and
early detection of high-risk software and system
errors.

project

V&V group

Is embedded In the user
tasks are an extension of the user

The tasks

consist of configura-

management support

of

development

products, support of formal reviews, user
documentation evaluation, test witnessing, test
evaluation of the development test planning
documents, and user testing support (e.g., user
acceptance testing and Installation and checkout
testing). As an extension of the user group, the
V&V group would receive formal software product
deliverables and provide comments and data to
the development project management that
distributes the information to its own development team. An advantage of this approach Is the
strong systems engineering and user perspective
that can be brought to bear on the software
product during development. Main disadvan-

oriented toward engineering

The objective

its

responsibilities.

tion

algorithm analysis, control /data

flow analysis) and comprehensive testing

the

group,

does not use any results or procedures from the
quality assurance or systems engineering groups.

The V&V tasks are

algorithm development, sizing/

organization

algorithms from basic principles, computing
timing data to verify response time requirements,
and developing control flow diagrams to identify
missing and erroneous requirements. V&V may
suggest, if appropriate, alternative approaches.
V&V testing is usually separate from the develop-

V&V

(e.g.,

timing) and testing (e.g., test evaluation or
review of the adequacy of the development test
planning document). In some Instances, the V&V

evaluation by such activities as rederiving the

2.3 Organizing a

tasks are to review the group's engineering

analyses

Disadvantages are higher cost to the
and additional development interfaces.
-5-

tages are loss of detailed analysis and test of
incremental software products (since these
typically are not formal deliverables)

requirements well enough to proceed to the next
phase); and assess the full impact of proposed
software changes.
The output of the V&V
activities consists of the Software Verification
and Validation Plan (SVVP), task reports, phase
summary reports, final report and discrepancy

and error
team

detection and feedback to the development

constrained by the frequency of formal product
If the user group has an IV&V group
reporting to it, then the disadvantages can be
overcome. However, in this instance, the project
incurs the disadvantage of having an additional

deliverables.

development

interface.

2.4 Applying

V&V

report.

Major steps

in

o

developing the

Software Life Cycle

Tailoring

tions.

all

types

V&V

of

with safety and security objectives,

assess efficiency and quality of
software, and assess performance
across the full operating
environment).

software applica-

o

Characterize the types of problems
anticipated in the system and
define how they would show up in

for a specific project is

accomplished by adding tasks to the minimum
set or

when

appropriate, deleting

V&V

tasks.

the software.

some optional V&V tasks in the life
cycle phase where they most likely can be
Figure 3

applied,

lists

The SVVP standard

V&V management

tasks spanning the
cycle and V&V tasks for
operations and maintenance.
entire software

The plan may include a

tool acquisition and
development plan and a personnel training plan.
The SVVP is a living document, constantly being
revised as knowledge accumulates about the
characteristics of the system, the software, and

life

These V&V tasks can be applied to different life
cycle models simply by mapping traditional
phases to the new model. Examples include
variations of the traditional waterfall, Boehm's
spiral development [6], rapid prototyping, or
evolutionary development models [7]. The V&V

the problem areas

monitor the

V&V

activity

is

to

technical progress and quality of

V&V phase, planned V&V
reviewed and new tasks are added
to focus on the critical performance/quality
functions of the software and its system. The
monitoring activity conducts formal reviews of
V&V discrepancy reports and technical evaluation results to provide a check of their correctness and accuracy. It is critical that tight internal
monitoring of the quality and accuracy of V&V
results be performed, t>ecause the development
group must allocate staff to review the V&V
results and make the necessary software
changes as indicated in the V&V results. If the
V&V results are erroneous or of poor quality, the
results.

not completed until specific outputs are complet-

of

the software.

At each

activities are

ed.

Management

in

An important V&V management

tasks are fully consistent with the IEEE draft
standard for software life cycle processes [8].
The SVVP standard specifies minimum input and
output requirements for each V&V task; a V&V
task may not begin without specific inputs, and is

2.4.1

Select the V&V analysis and testing
techniques to effectively detect the
system and software problems.

o

and considerations that one might use to

assign the tasks to V&V.
requires

conformance

(e.g., verify

to specifications, verify compliance

The minimum recommended V&V tasks which
are required by the ANSI/IEEE Standard for
Software Verification and Validation Plans
(SVVP) [5] for the development phases are
shown in figure 2. They are considered effective
and applicable to

plan are to:

Define the quality and performance
objectives

to a

V&V

V&V

for V&V span the entire life
These tasks are to plan the V&V process;
coordinate and interpret performance and quality

Management tasks

cycle.

of the V&V effort; report discrepancies promptly
to the user or development group; identify early
problem trends and focus V&V activities on them;

development group wastes its time and resources in the review and importantly, loses

provide a technical evaluation of the software
performance and quality at each major software
program review (so a determination can be made
of whether the software product has satisfied its

confidence
of the

V&V

in

the effectiveness and helpfulness

results.

V&V

studies

[9]

have shown
and V&V

that responding to discrepancy reports

evaluation reports consumes the largest portion
-6-

PHASE

TASKS

Concept

Concept-documentation

KEY ISSUES
Satisfy user needs; constraints of interfacing systenns

evaluation
f.

Requirernents

Traceability analysis

Requirements validation

Definition

Trace

requirements to concept
Correctness, consistency, completeness, accuracy.
of

and testability; satisfaction of system
requirements
Hardware, softw/are, and operator interfaces
Compliance with functional requirements; performance at
interfaces; adequacy of user documentation; performance
at boundaries
Compliance with acceptance requirements
$
f
readability,

Interface analysis

Begin planning

system

for

V&V

testing

Begin planning for V&V
acceptance testing

Design

Traceability analysis

Design evaluation
Interface analysis

Begin planning

component

for

V&V

testing

Begin planning

for

V&V

integration testing

Implementation

Traceability analysis

integration-test

execution
V&V system-test
execution

integrity

|

Correctness of subsystem elements; subsystem interface
requirements
Entire system at limits and user stress conditions

V&V

Performance with operational scenarios

Installation-configuration

Operations with site dependencies; adequacy
installation procedure

acceptance-test
execution

and
Checkout

Trace

Component

test execution

audit

WAW

final

rannri

'

functional requirements; timing and
accuracy; performance at stress limits

Interface analysis

evaluation

1

Compliance with

Component

V&V

Installation

of design to requirements
Correctness; design quality
Correctness; data items across interface
Compliance to design; timing and accuracy; performance
at boundaries

of source code to design
Correctness; code quality
Correctness; data/control access across interfaces

Code

Test

Trace

uiopuoiiiun uT

all

of

crroio, surnrnciry oi voiV rssuiio

generation

4/89-0036-SMV-6480

Figure 2.
of

Minimum

a development group's interface time with

V&V

recommended

analysis, that

is,

o

[10] report that the Pareto

20%

of the

V&V

problems cause

o

criticality,

prioritize

Conduct

of

a

identify the

and eliminating the specific high-risk problems to
be encountered by a software project." This
does not mean that V&V should examine only
20% of the software. Rather, V&V needs to
entire software,

of early

program deliveries

high-risk areas of software.

rework costs, applies to software;
they recommend that V&V "focus on identifying

software functions by

Receipt

for early identification of possible

of the

examine the

tasks.

focusing on critical and high-risk areas of the
software can be addressed by two V&V methods:

tlie

group.

Boehm and Papaccio

80%

set of

"

criticality analysis"

most

to

critical functions

of the software.

these methods are used together, V&V can
dynamically adjust V&V analysis on the most
critical areas of early program deliveries and it
can provide early feedlDack (i.e., V&V results) on
the quality of early program deliveries as well as
determine how well the early program deliveries

When

the

and allocate V&V

analysis resources to those areas of the software

which contain critical functions and high-risk
problems (i.e., more error-prone). Identifying and

perform their

-7-

critical

functions.
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Providing early program deliveries to V&V can be
accomplished by several methods: releasing
early program prototypes; using an incremental
software build approach; or handing over each
module or subfunction following development
unit testing. Incremental software builds are one
of the most effective methods of providing early
program deliveries to V&V. These early deliveries reinforce the systematic analysis and test
approach used by V&V to examine the software

critical

program functions or quality requirements

(e.g., safety, security).

The steps

Develop a block diagram or controlflow diagram of the system and its

o

software.
Each block or controlflow box represents a system or
software function (module).

Trace each

o

smaller pieces while progressively evaluating
larger software pieces as each new piece is
integrated. High-risk software areas are easier to
identify by using the incremental build approach
in

Classify

o

all

critical

o

provide early indications of system
performance to the user so that

each
whether
observe
life cycle phase to
the implementation details shift the
emphasis of the criticality.

Repeat

criticality analysis for

criticality analysis may be used along with
the cross-reference matrix of figure 4-a and
figure 4-b to identify V&V techniques to address
The selection of V&V
high-risk concerns.
techniques to use on each critical area of the

refine

develop trend information about
software anomalies and risk issues

a method of tailoring the intensity of
V&V against the type of risk present in each area
of the software. For example, V&V would apply
algorithm analysis to critical numerical software
functions, and techniques such as timing

program

to allow time to adjust the develop-

ment and V&V resources and
risk

issues.

is

analysis, data and control flow analysis, and
interface analysis to real-time executive func-

A software

build represents a basic program
skeleton including draft documentation contain-

tions.

software capabilities.
Each successive build integrates additional
functions into the skeleton, permitting early
software deliveries to V&V in an orderly development process. Based on discrepancy or progress
full

2.4.2

this phase, the principal V&V task is to
evaluate the concept documentation to determine whether the defined concept satisfies user
needs and project objectives (e.g., statement of
need, project initiation memo) in terms of system

program management can
management decisions
to refocus the V&V and development team onto
the program's specific problem areas of the
technical and

performance requirements, feasibility (e.g.,
overestimation of hardware capabilities),
completeness, and accuracy. The evaluation

software.

a

Concept Definition Evaluation

In

reports, software

Criticality analysis,

functions

The

the desired performance; and

planning to evolving software

software

(modules).

Isolate

adjustments can be made to

of

software functions or the

traced
o

each new set of requirements and evaluate their impact on
the system performance;

to

proper execution

Focus additional analysis on these

o

schedule;

o

critical

quality requirements.

ies without adversely impacting the

make the

software

traced

functions (modules) as

have an early lead time to evaluate
each engineering solution and have
time to suggest alternative
solutions which can be incorporated
In subsequent incremental deliver-

ing portions of the

function or

block or control flow diagram.

either the

0

critical

quality requirement through the

because the V&V can:

o

the analysis

of

are:

also identifies major constraints of interfacing
systems and constraints/limitations of the

to locate and
performed at the

method

reduce high-risk problems, is
beginning of a project. It identifies the functions
and modules which are required to implement

proposed approach and assesses the allocation
system functions to hardware and software,

of
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TwrM

Variable

where appropriate. The evaluation assesses the
criticaiity of each software item defined in the

complexity of the problems being solved (which
causes uncertainty in the intended system
performance requirements) and by continual
changes in requirements (e.g., to incorporate
new technologies, new missions, changes in
interfacing systems, new people coming on the
scene). V&V tasks verify the completeness of all

concept.

Most

of

the techniques

in

the cross-reference

matrix of figures 4-a and 4-b are descrilDed in a
publication from the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology (formerly the National
Bureau of Standards), the National Bureau of
Standards Special Publication 500-93, "Software
Validation, Verification, and Testing Technique
and Tool Reference Guide" [11]. In figure 4-a
and 4-b, the techniques are mapped against
specific V&V issues [12] which they address.

The cross-reference matrix
techniques and tools

the requirements.

The most commonly used

V&V

for selecting

phases
of the software life cycle. For example, under the
"feasibility" issue, the figure shows several
techniques and tools, of which the five most
commonly used are analytic modeling, criticaiity
analysis, requirements parsing, simulations, and
test data generation. Of these techniques and
tools, analytic modeling, requirements parsing,
and simulations give the V&V analyst a way to
analytically model and evaluate the desired
performance; parse the requirement to determine
its completeness, accuracy, and correctness;
and execute test data in a simulated operating
environment to determine whether the simulated
performance matches the desired performance.
is

applicable to

Criticaiity analysis identifies

and

the

their distribution within the

ture.

all

Another

system architec-

The V&V analyst evaluates the

analysis results to determine whether

criticaiity
critical

all

functions are properly addressed and determines

how

partitioned within the system to minimize
"

with non-critical func-

cross-talk"

tions.

2.4.3

Requirements Analysis

Poorly specified software requirements
incorrect,

incomplete, ambiguous,

(e.g.,

or

not

testable) contribute to software cost overruns

and problems with reliability due to incorrect or
misinterpreted requirements or functional
specifications.
Software that fully meets its
requirements upon delivery often encounters
problems in the maintenance phase because
general requirements (e.g., maintainability,
quality, and reusability) were not accounted for
during the original development. The problem of
outdated requirements

is

intensified

tasks

is

activity in

which

V&V

plays an Important

test

type consisting of a test plan, test design, test
case, and test procedure documents. When V&V
is performed by an independent organization,
V&V performs all four types of testing indicated
above. When V&V tasks are embedded as part
of other organizations, V&V may not perform all
the testing but may review the test plans and
test results produced by the development group.
The following paragraphs describe the four V&V
testing methods.

well critical functions (e.g., security) are

interfering

V&V

management. V&V looks at all testing
for the software system and ensures that
comprehensive testing is planned. V&V test
planning begins in the requirements phase and
spans almost the full range of life cycle phases.
Test planning activities encompass four separate
types of testing - component, integration,
system, and acceptance testing. The planning
activities result in documentation for each test
role

functions

critical

optional

requirements analysis are
control flow analysis, data flow analysis, algorithm analysis, and simulation. Control and data
flow analysis are most applicable for real time
and data driven systems. These flow analyses
transform logic and data requirements text Into
graphic flows which are easier to analyze than
the text. PERT, state transition, and transaction
diagrams are examples of control flow diagrams.
Algorithm analysis involves rederlvation of
equations or evaluation of the suitability of
specific numerical techniques.
Simulation is
used to evaluate the interactions of large,
complex systems with many hardware, user, and
other Interfacing software components.
listed in figure 3 for

V&V component

testing verifies the design and
implementation of software units, modules, or
subelements. Typically, V&V component testing
is performed on only the critical components.
V&V integration testing verifies functional
requirements as the software components are
integrated together. Special attention is focused
on software, hardware, and operator interfaces.

by the very

-12-

V&V system

testing validates

tlie entire

precision of word storage and variables

software

(e.g.,

program against system requirements and
software performance objectives. These V&V

data typing influences.

system tests are to validate that the software
executes correctly within its stated operating

particularly useful for programs that store
program logic in data parameters. A logic

environment. The software's ability to properly
deal with anomalies and stress conditions is
emphasized. These tests are not intended to
duplicate or replace the user's and development
group's test responsibilities, but instead supplement the development testing to test behavior
not normally tested by the user or development

analysis of these data values is required to
determine the effect these parameters have on
program control. Timing/sizing analysis is useful
for real-time programs having response time
requirements and constrained memory execution
space requirements.

group.

2.4.5

Acceptance testing validates the software
against V&V acceptance criteria, defining how

and syntactical errors have been greatly
reduced through use of structured programming
and reuse of code, adoption of programming
standards and style guides, availability of more
capable computer languages, better compiler
diagnostics and automated support, and, finally,
more knowledgeable programmers. Nevertheless, problems still occur in translating design
into code and can be detected with some V&V

single- vs. extended-precision arithmetic), and

testing

is

that the former uses a laboratory environment in

which some system features are simulated or
performed by non-operational hardware or
software, and the latter uses an operational
environment with final configurations of other
system hardware and software. V&V acceptance
testing usually consists of a limited

number

is

Implementation (Code) Evaluation

Clerical

the software should perform with other completed software and hardware. The main distinction

between V&V system and acceptance

Database analysis

analyses.

Commonly used V&V

tasks from the optional task

of

listed in figure 3 are control flow analysis,

tests to demonstrate that the software will
execute as predicted by V&V system testing in
the operational environment. Full acceptance
testing is the responsibility of the user and the

database analysis, regression analysis, and
sizing/timing analysis. For large code developments, control flow diagrams showing the
hierarchy of main routines and their subfunctions

development systems engineering group.

understanding the flow of program
is performed on
programs with significant data storage to ensure
that common data and variable regions are used
consistently between all call routines; data
integrity is enforced and no data or variable can
be accidentally overwritten by overflowing data
tables; and data typing and use are consistent
throughout all program elements. Regression
analysis is used to reevaluate requirements and
design issues whenever any significant code
change is made. This technique ensures project
awareness of the original system requirements.
are useful
control.

2.4.4 Design Evaluation

set of design phase V&V tasks
involving traceability, interface analysis, and

The minimum

design evaluation provides assurance that
requirements are not misrepresented or incompletely implemented, unwanted requirements are
not designed into the solution by oversight, and
requirements are not left out of the design.
Design errors can be introduced by implementation constraints relating to timing, data structures, memory space, and accuracy, even though
the basic design satisfies the functional requirements.

Sizing/timing analysis

optional

V&V

tasks listed

in figure

is

done during incremental

code development and compared against
predicted values. Significant deviation between
actual and predicted values is a possible
indication of problems or the need for additional

The most commonly used V&V tasks from the
analysis,

in

Database analysis

3 are algorithm

database analysis, timing/sizing

examination.

and simulation. In this phase, algorithm
analysis examines the correctness of the
equations or numerical techniques as in the
requirements analysis phase, but also examines
truncation and round-off effects, numerical
analysis,

Another area of concern to V&V is the ability
compilers to generate object code that

of
is

functionally equivalent to the source code, that
is,
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reliance on the correctness of the language

compiler to make data dependent decisions
about abstract programmer coded information.
For critical applications, this problem is solved by
validating the compiler or by validating that the
object code produced by the compiler is functionally

ment

these test cases cannot always
will occur under special
circumstances. Another V&V test technique is to
develop test cases that violate software requirements. This approach is effective at uncovering
basic design assumption errors and unusual

equivalent to the source.

operational use errors.

Other tasks indicated in figures 4-a and 4-b for
code evaluation are walkthroughs, code inspections and audits. These tasks occur in interactive meetings attended by a team which usually
includes at least one member from the development group. Other members may belong to the
development group or to other groups involved in
software development. The duration of these
meetings is usually no more than a few hours in
which code is examined on a line-by-line basis.
In these dynamic sessions, it may be difficult to
examine the code thoroughly for control logic,
data flow, database errors, sizing, timing and
other features which may require considerable
manual or automated effort. Advance preparation for these activities may be necessary and
includes the optional V&V tasks of figure 3 and
others shown in figures 4-a and 4-b. The results
of these tasks provide appropriate engineering
information for discussion at meetings where
code is evaluated. Regardless of who conducts
or participates in walkthroughs and inspections,
V&V analyses may be used to support these

The most commonly used
document

evaluation. User document evaluation
performed for systems having an important
operator interface. For these systems, V&V
evaluates and tests the user documentation to
is

verify that the operating instructions are consis-

tent with the operating characteristics of the

The system diagnostic messages and
operator recovery procedures are examined to
ensure their accuracy and correctness with the
software.

software operations.
2.4.7 Installation

V&V

test planning

is

Activities

During installation and checkout,

V&V

validates

operational hardware system and with other
software, as specified in the interface specifications. V&V may verify the correctness and
adequacy of the installation procedures and
certify that the verified and validated software is
the same as the executable code delivered for
installation. There may be several installation
V&V
sites with site-dependent parameters.
verifies that the program has been accurately
tailored for these parameters and. that the
configuration of the delivered product is the

a

and spans
several phases. A comprehensive test management approach to testing recognizes the
differences in objectives and strategies of
different types of testing.
Effective testing
requires a comprehensive understanding of the
system. Such understanding develops from
of

and Checkout

that the software operates correctly with the

2.4.6 Testing

major portion

optional tasks are

regression analysis and test, simulation, and user

meetings.

As already described, V&V

is satisfied;

detect internal errors that

test activities

correct one for each installation.

V&V

tasks most commonly used in this
regression
analysis and test, simulphase are

Optional
ation,

and test

certification.

Any changes

occurring from installation and test are reviewed

using regression analysis and test to verify that
our basic requirement and design assumptions
affecting other areas of the program have not
Simulation is used to test
been violated.
operator procedures and to help isolate any

systematically analyzing the software's concept,
requirements, design, and code. By knowing
internal software details, V&V testing is effective

probing for errors and weaknesses that reveal
faults. This is considered structural, or
white-box, testing. It often finds errors for which
at

hidden

errors.

Test certification, espesoftware systems, is used to
demonstrate that the delivered software product
is identical to the software product subjected to

of

V&V.

some

installation problems.

cases can
produce the correct output despite internal
functional, or black-box, test

cially in critical

Functional test cases execute part or all
the system to validate that the user require-
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2.4.8 Operations

and Maintenance Evaluation

o

For each software change made in the operations
and maintenance phase, all life cycle phase V&V
activities of figure 2 are considered and possibly
repeated to ensure that nothing is overlooked.

V&V

o
o

of

o

on only a small portion

of

its

the software.

some V&V activities such as concept
documentation evaluation require little or no
effort to verify a small change. Small changes
can have subtle but significant side-effects in a
done

selected set of

V&V

in

activities for earlier

cycle

life

phases. Some of the activities may include
generating requirements or design information
from source code, a process known as reverse
engineering. While costly and time consuming, it
is necessary to gain high confidence that subtle
but critical errors have been removed.
2.5 Effectiveness of

Two

o

studies to evaluate the effectiveness of

o

V&V

comparison of results is possible, insights
effectiveness may be gained from
understanding the results of each study.

o

V&V

o
1982, McGarry [13] reported that V&V was not
an effective approach on three small projects at

in

the

o

Three flight
size from 10K to

over 300 per program.

of

found an average 5.5 errors

Over 85%
Effect on

of the errors affected

and

maintainability.

programmer

positive,

that

productivity

is,

hours

of

programmer time saved by the

dynamics projects ranging in
50K lines of code were selected. V&V was
involved in requirements and design verification,
separate system testing, and validation of
consistency from start to finish. The V&V effort
lasted 18 months and used an average of 1.1

programmer's not having to find the
minus the time required to
evaluate the V&V error report error,

savings per error of 1.3 to 6.1
hours of programmer time and over
7 minutes of computer time.

total

Some

any

For the two projects beginning at
the code phase, early error
detection savings amounted to
20% -28% of V&V costs; for the two

project

projects beginning at the require-

o

follows:

Productivity of the development

teams was the lowest
previously monitored SEL
(due to the V&V interface).

V&V

was

Flight Center.

staff-persons, peaking at 3 staff-persons.

Large number of discrepancies
were reported (total 1259) on an

reliability

the Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) at

o

Errors were detected early

per thousand lines of code.

Ip

were as

any other SEL

Reliability of the software (error rate

average

direct

results

in

testing began.

V&V

NASA Goddard Space

discovered errors

development - 50% to 89%
detected before development

as an independent organization used different
data and reported on different factors. While no

on

fix all

less than

command and control, missile tracking, and
avionics programs and a time-critical batch
trajectory computation program. The projects
varied from 2.5 to 4 years to develop. Two
projects started V&V at the requirements phase,
one at the code phase and one at testing. The
V&V organization used 5 to 12 staff-persons per
project. Some results were:

the normal software
development phase, then the V&V in the
maintenance phase must consider performing a
not

Cost rate to

Radatz's 1981 study [9] for Rome Air Development Center reported V&V effectiveness results
for four large IV&V projects ranging from 90K to
176K lines of code. The projects were real-time

software program.
is

found 2.3 errors per thousand

during acceptance and maintenance and operations) was no
different from other SEL projects.

Also,

V&V

in

project.

the proposed software

change shows that V&V needs to repeat

V&V

was no

added or deleted to address
software change made. In many

the type of
cases, an examination

If

uncovering errors early

of

lines of code.

activities are

activities

Rates

the development cycle were better.

and Test

of

ments phase,
-15-

early error detection

savings amounted to
of

V&V

92%

-

180%

o

(10% -30%

costs.

o

There are several differences between the two
studies. The most obvious difference is that the
largest project in the

McGarry study was

the Radatz study than

in

considerable difficulty regardless of size.

Why

o

of
is

o

rates of small projects against error rates of large

Was

V&V on

either the

some

studies,

Additional documentation require-

ments, beyond the deliverable

development group or
the V&V group more experienced in either
experiment? These questions are difficult to
answer but one tentative conclusion is that
project parameters will affect the benefits of
V&V. After an examination of both the positive
and negative benefits of V&V, some insights are
provided on parameters that affect V&V.

Based on these

Lower development staff productiif programmers and engineers
spend time explaining the system
to V&V analysts and resolving
invalid anomaly reports.
vity

the discovered error rate so different between
the studies? Is it reasonable to compare error
projects?

products,

o

o

is

receiving

Need

to share computing

with,

and to provide access

classified data for the

facilities

V&V

to.

organi-

zation.

o

positive effects of

(e.g.,

V&V

tation releases.

Increased paperwork to provide
written responses to

a software project include:

Better quality

if

incremental program and documen-

reports

o

user, and V&V
attendance at
meeting, anomaly

(e.g.,

resolution meeting).

the McGarry

Both studies involved projects

study.

V&V

Additional interface involving the

organization
V&V status

twice the number of errors per thousand lines of
in

project cost of
extra).

development team,

just

over half the size of the smallest project in the
Radatz study. Another is that V&V found almost

code

Additional

complete,

V&V

error

and other V&V data

requirements

(e.g.,

notices of

consistent, readable, testable) and

formal review and audit meetings,

more stable requirements.

updates to software release
schedule, response to anomaly

More

rigorous

development

reports).

planning, at least to interface with

the
o-

V&V

Some

steps can be taken to minimize the
negative effects and to maximize the positive
effects of V&V. To recover much of the V&V

organization.

Better adherence by the develop-

ment organization to programming

language

and
standards and
management

0

V&V is started early in the software
requirements phase to allow the earliest error

costs,

development
configuration

detection

practices.

o

Better schedule compliance and
progress monitoring.

Greater
visibility
quality

o

Some

project management
into interim technical

Better criteria and results for
decision-making at formal reviews
and audits.

V&V on

The

unnecessary costs, V&V must organize
on critical areas of the
software so that it uncovers critical errors for the
development group and thereby results in
significant cost savings to the development
process. To do this, V&V must use its criticality
analysis to identify critical areas and it must
scrutinize each discrepancy to ensure that no

and progress.

negative effects of

correction costs are lowest.

software deliveries between developer and V&V
groups should be considered as an inherently
necessary step required to evaluate intermediate
development products. This is a necessary byproduct of doing what's right in the beginning.

Early error detection and reduced
false starts.

o

when

interface activities for documentation, data, and

a software

development project include:

To

offset

its

activities to focus

false or inaccurate information
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is

released to

prevent the development group from wasting

1983

time on inaccurate or

with the "Guideline for Software Verification and

reports.

trivial

eliminate the need to have development
personnel train the V&V staff, it is imperative that
V&V select personnel who are experienced and
knowledgeable about the software and its
engineering application. When V&V engineers

They gain detailed insight
to the development process and an ability to

The cost

nonexistent,

of

The features

in the documents listed in figure 5
include organization guidelines, planning and
management direction, life cycle concerns, V&V
phase requirements, and software test management. A comparison and contrast of these
features leads to an approach for developing a
V&V effort based on the strengths of the
guidance in the documents.

the

minimal, and at times

when the V&V assessment

is

independent.
Finally, the number of discrepancies detected in
software and the improvement in documentation

quality resulting from error correction suggests

3.1 Organization

V&V

costs are offset by having more reliable
and maintainable software. Many companies rely

that

1987

According to Branstad [1], standards for use by
large heterogeneous communities should provide
direction for specific project implementations,
with information on V&V planning, review points,
verification techniques, testing, and reporting.

often find subtle errors.

is

in

the ANSI/IEEE specifications.

method of reconfirming the correctness of
engineering and programnriing assumptions, they

spot critical errors early.

was followed

the guideline, FIPSPUB132, includes reference to

and computer scientists reconstruct the specific
details and idiosyncracies of the software as a

development interface

This document

Validation Plans" [15] which adopted the ANSI/
IEEE standard for V&V planning [5]. Reference to

To

in

[14].

V&V

may be performed

activities

by anyone

application areas by increased reliability
during operation and reduced costs of mainte-

responsible for assuring the quality of software.
Developers perform some V&V activities in the
normal course of developing their product.
Complementary, supplementary, or duplicate
V&V activities may be assigned to a software
quality assurance group within the developer's
company or an outside organization, usually

nance.

referred to as IV&V.

on

their software

systems

for their daily opera-

Failure of the system, loss of data, release

tions.

tampering with sensitive information may
cause serious work disruptions and serious
of or

financial impact.

The costs

of

V&V

are offset

in

many

3.0

STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
FOR PLANNING AND
MANAGING V&V

The documents

A master SVVP

in figure

V&V

comply with

0

to determine
final

how

V&V

all

activities for assuring

The example of V&V
6 contains several SVVPs and
focuses on the distribution of test responsibilities; each SVVP contains descriptions
of other V&V tasks. In contrast, in a small project
with a developer performing all the V&V activities, the developer's SVVP may be the only
SVVP and may even be included in the project
the quality of the software.

produce information that satisfies the
life cycle requirements of standards governing
projects. They have the following features:
Require

allocates the major tasks of

parties responsible for

activities

evolving and

the most formal arrange-

activities.

5 establish guidelines
for planning and managing a V&V effort. Their

o

In

ment, an organization independent of both the
developer and the customer of the software
system is contracted to perform the V&V

planning

well

software products

their requirements.

Permit users to select specific
techniques to satisfy their applica-

in figure

plan.

The NIST issued the Federal Information

represents a more
The developer is responsible
for component and integration testing, with
integration test documentation examined by a
IV&V organization. The IV&V organization is

Processing Standards Publication "Guideline for
Lifecycle Validation, Verification and Testing," in

to the customer for acceptance testing.

The example

tion needs.

o

Cover a broad spectrum

of

complex

V&V

activities.

of figure 6

project.

responsible for system testing and for assistance
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The

FIPSPUB101

Guideline for Lifecycle Validation, Verification, and Testing of

Computer Software

FIPSPUB132

Guideline for Software Verification and Validation Plans

ANSI/IEEE STD 1012

Standard

AFSC/AFLCP 800-5

ANS

for

Software Verification and Validation Plans

Software Independent Verification and Validation
Guidelines for the Verficiation and Validation of Scientific and
Engineering Computer Programs for the Nuclear Industry

10.4

JPL D 576

Independent Verification and Validation of Computer Software:
Methodology

4/89-0038-SMV-6480

Figure

5.

Selected guidance for planning

The Air Force pamphlet, "AFSC/AFLCP 800-5
Software Independent Verification and

customer plans for acceptance testing. Developers and sub-developers may be part of the
development organization who will also use the
software or they may be under contract to a
customer; they may be responsible for component testing of their components. The master

SVVP

will

developer's

is concerned only with software
describes V&V activities typically
performed by an independent V&V group
separate from the developer's quality assurance
group required by DOD-STD-2167A Standard,
"Defense System Software Development" [17].
The AF pamphlet provides the criteria for
selecting an independent V&V group.

Validation," [16]

IV&V.

allocate these responsibilities; the

SVVP

and Integration

will

elaborate on unit testing

testing; the IV&V's

SVVP

will

and acceptance
test and will contain complete planning for
system test. This example is provided to
demonstrate that a complete system approach
which integrates the responsibilities of all project
groups is essential to meeting life cycle requirements for the assurance of software quality.
clarify its role in integration test

FIPSPUB101 permits performance

of

V&V

to

"

and Validation of Scientific and
Engineering Computer Programs for the Nuclear

Industry," ANS 10.4, [18] may be performed by
the program developer, as a task separate from
development, or by an IV&V agent. The guideline
contains an example of a division of V&V

V&V

responsibilities.

The "Independent Verification and Validation of
Computer Software: Methodology" from the Jet

define the relationship of

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [19] states that V&V
be performed independently of

to other efforts such as development,

quality assurance, configuration or data

activities of "Guidelines for the

Verification

by developers, the same organization,
or some independent group [14]. FIPSPUB132/
IEEE1012 does not require independence; it does

SVVP

It

The V&V

activities

require the

V&V.

activities should

manage-

ment, or end user" [5,15]. Internal and external
communication to V&V must be defined;
V&V could occur independently or within one of

the development organization to ensure effec-

the other efforts.

of the detailed

tiveness and integrity of the

lines of

document allows
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flexibility in

V&V

effort

it

V&V

effort.

The

selecting the extent

describes.

'

CUSTOMER
^'/W'

,

y.

•

Responsible For
Acceptance Tests

Outline major responsibilHies of V&V participants;
customer role; task expectations
Schedules; major reviews

•

INDEPENDENT V&V
ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPER PROJECT

MANAGEMENT
Prepare Plans

for

Component,

Plan for Evaluating Developer's:
Integration Test Documents;

Integration Tests

;

Conduct System Tests;
Prepare Support for Customer
Acceptance Tests
Plan,

•

Define internal V&V; relationship

•

with internal QA,
Establish V&V criteria for

CM

•
•

sub-developer

Conduct

Full

V&V

:

Effort

Establish Relationships to

Master

SVVP

DEVELOPER PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

c
•
•

Prepare Plans for

1

ComponentTests

Define

V&V scope

Establish relationships with
internal

QA,

CM

» For This Example
4A3-0039-SMV-6480

Figure
3.2 Planning

Steps

6.

Example: organizing

V&V

V&V

and Management

for planning

an effective

V&V

effort include

determining

V&V

objectives and

needs by performing a

more

planning and organizing the full
spectrum of V&V activities over the

project.

detailed and comprehensive level includes

activities of the level (s)

beneath

project;

FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012

managing the

of criticality of

effort;

software,

o

complex

set includes tasks like preparation of
the V&V plan, review and analysis of software
products, and testing; the final set includes
correctness proofs and techniques using
Each successively
sophisticated automation.

criticality analysis;

o

from a

activities for three levels of software,

The basic

project

0

SWPs

small, simple project to a large,

the following:

o

testing with several

reporting on the effort.

it

it.

requires an assessment

each software

item.

For

critical

requires tasks of traceabiiity,

evaluation, interface analysis, testing, manage-

The requirements of the V&V
documents are based on the criticality of the
software.
FIPSPUB101 recommends specific

ment and reporting

Criticality analysis.

for

each phase,

the same
software and provides an optional task

mends
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it

recom-

task selection for non-critical
list

for

all

software.

The planner

is

required to consider

reports,

all

tasks and to justify omission of any required task.

The AF pamphlet provides
for

conducting a

criticality

assessment with four

test report, for a final

report

V&V

report after installa-

and for a V&V review report during operations and maintenance.
The JPL document
suggests assessment reports after each V&V

for

criticality level of

activity.

3.3 Life Cycle, Iteration,

and Maintenance

FIPSPUBIOI, F1PSPUB132/IEEE1012, ANS 10.4
and the JPL document use reference life cycles,

creases.

similar to the waterfall model, as context for

presenting software V&V requirements.
FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 identifies products for
evaluation and inputs for supporting each V&V
phase task but permits other life cycles. The AF

The AF pamphlet defines a complete method for
determining the criticality of each software
requirement and for computing the system's
overall criticality level.

V&V

tasks are selected

by where the criticality fits into one of three
tables, where scope and complexity increase as

pamphlet

the

[17].

criticality

increases.

for a software

V&V

plan.

uniform format for presenting the information.

include plan definition, format or content.

FiPSPUBIOI, FIPSPUB132/

are iterative.

IEEE1012, and ANS 10.4 discuss the initial SVVP
and updates to it. FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 is the
only document that requires ongoing V&V
management tasks spanning the entire project
life cycle.
These include SVVP generation and
updates, baseline change assessment for V&V
activities, management reviews, review support,
and reporting. The SVVP is updated because of
project changes and changes indicated by
findings of V&V tasks. The AF pamphlet provides
strong direction in establishing initial software

Maintenance.

FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012

task reports, phase

of

V&V

development phases.
requires the

initial

SVVP

to include an estimate of anticipated V&V
activities during operation and maintenance; this
estimate is updated prior to operation and
maintenance. The required management task of
baseline change assessments provides continuing direction for reperforming previous or
ANS 10.4
initiating new software V&V tasks.
provides guidance in determining which V&V
activities are applicable during maintenance; it
also provides criteria for determining how to
perform software V&V on completed software

test

reports.
FIPSPUB1 32/IEEE1 01 2 requires
planning for V&V reporting and specifies content
final

V&V

defines

and maintenance

phase and recommends the repetition
activities of affected

reports, test evaluation reports and problem

and

FIPSPUBIOI

activities for the operations

requirements.

FIPSPUB101 recommends

cycle require-

DOD-STD-2167A

Only FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 makes a
statement about iteration; the issue is that
changes will be made to almost every software
system, if not during development, then during
maintenance. FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 requires a
SVVP to establish a "task iteration policy" and to
provide for assessment of proposed software
changes for their effect on V&V tasks and the
SVVP. FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 requires the
master schedule to recognize that V&V activities

Only the AF pamphlet provides guidance on
estimating the costs but its scope does not

Reporting.

life

criteria of

direct

FIPSPUB101 provides an example plan in an
appendix, and FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 provides a

Management.

directly tied to the

Iteration.

FIPSPUB101, FIPSPUB132/
IEEE1012 and ANS 10.4 define the minimum
content information

is

ments and evaluation

Plan Preparation.

for interim

final

tion,

each software
requirement and for computing the overall
criticality level of the system.
V&V tasks are
selected based upon the computed criticality
levels, where the scope and complexity of the
V&V activities increase as the criticality in-

V&V

and a V&V

The AF pamphlet makes no

ANS

levels ranging from catastrophic to negligible.

determining the

reports,

recommendations on reporting of V&V activities.
10.4 specifies content requirements for a

detailed instructions

The AF pamphlet defines a complete method

anomaly

after installation.

summary

that has not
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undergone a

V&V

effort.

3.4

V&V

formal reviews as an optional task for V&V, but
the V&V effort provides information for formal
reviews as a required management task. The

Phase Requirements

For each phase of the life cycle, the guidance
documents address consistency, evaluation, and

JPL document requires IV&V attendance

review.

at

formal review meetings.

Consistency Between Phases.

FIPSPUB101,
FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012, ANS 10.4 and the JPL
document address internal consistency of
software products as one objective of general
evaluation activities and require traceability

3.5 Software Test

directives for general

analysis from the system/software requirements

all

test

system requirements.

JPL document define four types of testing: unit or
component test, integration or subsystem test,
system test, and acceptance test. FIPSPUB132/
IEEE1012 provides criteria for system test

documentation to the
The AF pamphlet ad-

dresses consistency through requirements

DOD-STD-2167A

[17].

Interface analysis

is

all

planning to determine
system objectives.

of

if

the software satisfies

FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 addresses test management by identifying objectives and a timely
sequence of test planning documentation and

required at least indirectly by

the documents.

V&V standards and

guidelines include
software testing but
F1PSPUB101, FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012, and the

All

through successive documentation.
FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 requires planning for
traceability of

Management

FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012

requires an analysis of the software's relationship

execution for each test type. For each test type,

to the total system thorough interface analysis of

test

documentation includes plans describing the
approach, tool and training needs, objectives,
schedules, designs of the test structure and
code, cases containing the actual test data for
each test, and procedures with complete details
for executing each test. With completed test
documentation, testers should have resources
available for executing and analyzing the tests.
For small projects, separate documents may not
be necessary, but the total spectrum of informaFIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 requires
tion is.
planning for tracing of all test documentation to
Requirements for the SVVP
requirements.
overview section include identifying any special
tod needs for V&V activities, including testing.

requirements documentation, design documentation, interface documentation, and the source
code. FIPSPUB132/IEEE 1012 specifies that the
software documentation is evaluated with
hardware, software, user, and operator interface
requirements, including testing of the perforat these interfaces.
The AF pamphlet
mentions checking the consistency of external
and internal interface requirements for the
software requirements, the design, and the code.
The JPL document provides a checklist of

mance

interface analysis questions.

V&V

V&V activities
Evaluation Activities.
selected for any effort are based upon the
characteristics of the application or system
software under evaluation.
The activities
selected are also governed by the scope of V&V
as defined by its organizational responsibilities.
None of the standards specify the set of V&V
activities or techniques to use for all applications.
Most, like FiPSPUB132, define a recommended
set of V&V activities based on traceability,
interface, and phase-by-phase activities (fig. 2)
which may be tailored to each user's needs by
adding V&V techniques similar to those indicated
in figures 3 and 4a-4b.

FIPSPUB101 and ANS 10.4 contain
generic test plan.

Both

document have detailed

ANS

outlines of a

10.4 and the

JPL

checklists for verifying

the adequacy of a test plan.

ANS

10.4 contains a

checklist for verification of test results.

The AF pamphlet allocates

test

activities

between developers and IV&V according to the
level of criticality; the activities range from

evaluating developers' critical test results to
conducting special tests in critical areas. ANS
10.4 defines four levels of test activities, ranging

from testing only by the software developer with
no separate V&V effort; to variations of testing by
developer and independent team as well as
evaluation by Independent team; and finally,
complete testing performed separately by the
developer and by an independent team.

All the V&V documents address reviews
outputs of life cycle phases (e.g., concept
documentation, system requirements, software
management plans, user documentation).
FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 considers conduct of

Review.

of
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FIPSPUB101 recommends levels of test coverage by statement, module, and logical path
coverage. FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 addresses
functional test coverage and coverage of
performance, reliability and maintainability, and
user documentation. ANS 10.4 establishes
coverage requirements based on software

tailor

4.0

Summary

of

V&V

Standards

As indicated by these guidance documents, a

V&V

effort

spectrum

consists of tasks from a broad
and test techniques to tailor
effort to project needs, where the

of analysis

each V&V

basic tasks are the following:
traceability of software require-

o

ments through

all

documentation,

evaluation or review of interim and

o

final

o

software testing.

GENERAL PROJECT AND
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STANDARDS

By use of V&V techniques shown in figures 2, 3,
and 4a-4b and other techniques, high risk errors
are detected early, software performance is
improved, and higher confidence is established in
software reliability.
The additional cost of
conducting V&V is offset by cost advantages of
early error detection and improved software

The

(fig. 9 and 10) are
toward recognition that each participating
group has an important role in building, review-

project level standards

and assuring the quality of the software. The
major variances among the standards and

The V&V guidance documents complement and

ing,

supplement one another so that together they
provide valuable direction for anyone responsible
The AF pamphlet
for the quality of software.

guidelines occur

addresses the major

to

the refinement of the

life

system phases, and specific names for the
phases and the products produced in the phases.
Differences in specific phase and product names
do not change the need for activities to provide

activities for determining the

V&V for a
Only FIPSPUB132/ IEEE1012 addresses
software V&V management throughout the life
project.

the engineering information concerning how well
the evolving software system will satisfy its
requirements.

Most guidance documents address
planning and reporting for software V&V. The
study to compare and contrast the document
content of software V&V standards and guidelines led to the conclusion that the documents
contribute to a systematic approach for the
planning and management of a software V&V
effort.
In figure 7 each step of this systematic
approach is mapped to those documents

cycle.

Project standards view

V&V

either as a separate

performed by different groups or as an
intrinsic activity performed by the developer. In
the first case, the standards require V&V, usually
with separate project documentation or with a
activity

specific section of the software

providing strong guidance for that step. For any
is

in

cycle phases, the relationship of software phases

organization and scope of software

it

in this

striving

reliability.

project,

The standards and

report require review
documentation.
Several
also address the
of this
need for and require review of documentation for
software product assurance activities: quality
assurance, V&V including testing, and configuration management.
Most also call for audits
during the life cycle. The purpose of the reviews
and audits is to ensure that the goals of each
phase's activities have been met sufficiently to
proceed to the activities of the next phase.

guidelines described

user documentation,
interface analysis,

cycles and project requirements.

user documentation.

software products, including

o

life

Many software engineering standards address
primary requirements for project management
and documentation requirements over variations
of a similar life cycle (fig. 8). A life cycle provides
a framework of steps, usually called phases, to
enable the coordination and control of development and the operation and maintenance of a
software system. Software development, at a
minimum, includes written requirements describing what the system must do, an overview design
describing how the system will be built, a more
detailed design description from which the
programmers write the code, the code itself, and

requirements.
3.6

the requirements of these documents to

different

important to recognize the need to

a
-22-

common

management

V&V. A criticality assessment is
mechanism to determine the amount

plan devoted to
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I
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1012

STD
132

101

d

^UB

JB

IEEE

ANSI

FIPSF

FIPSF

ANSI/

800-5

PROCEDURE

AFSC

_i
Q.

SCOPE THE V&V EFFORT
Criticalty

Assessment

Organization
Costing

PLAN THE V&V EFFORT
Planning Preparation
Objectives
General Task Selection

Minimum, Required
Optional

Recommendations

for Criticaiity Levels

Management

Test

Test Types
Objectives

^

Documentation
Coverage
Planning
Planning V&V

for

m

Maintenance

MANAGE THE V&V EFFORT
V&V Management Tasks
Reporting
1

4/8&O040-SMV-64a0

Figure 7. Planning
of

and allocation

V&V

of

different organizations.

In

activities

Project

V&V

among

V&V

activities

ensure that design specifications which are

4.1

group

of

Some

of

brief

standards relates to
the documents

fit

of

V&V

directly into the

V&V

listed

in

figure

9

provide

guidance to determine when and how much
software V&V should be performed. In the ANSI/
IEEE Standard for Software Project Management
Plans (SPMP) [20], project support functions
such as quality assurance, configuration management, verification and validation may be specified
in a project management plan. The ANSI/IEEE
Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans
(SOAP) [21] specifies the minimum documentation requirements, major reviews and audits. The

requirements

overview

Guidance Requiring

The documents

specifications).

This report provides a

V&V

project.

which

(e.g.,

software

documents.

oper for incorporating

activities but rather Include

objectives as part of the development task

with

V&V

as a part

V&V

consistent

guidance from

management and

documentation do not single out
are inherently

witli

the second case, the

standards and guidelines address
of project activities.

V&V

how each
activities.

into both categories

because they are used by both the buyer agency
management and by the devel-

SVVP

for total project
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is

one

of

four

documents which

are

PHASES

Concapt
And
Planning

Documenls
Softwara
Raquiramania
Intarfaea

Raqulramanta

PRODUCTS

•

Inlarfaca

Raqulramanta

• Dalaliad Daaign
• Top Laval
Daaign

•

Inlartaca

Daaign

•

Oatabaaa

•

Daaign
Sourca Coda

INSTALLATION

AND
CHECKOUT

• Updatad
Sourca Code

OPERATIONS

AND
•

Baaalinad
Source Code

MAINTENANCE
•
•

Figure

8.

Example of

life

cycle product

Source Coda
Producta
Final

and review requirements.

ANSI/IEEE 1058

Standard

for

Software Project Management Plans (SPMP)

ANSI/IEEE 730

Standard

for

Software Quality Assurance Plans (SQAP)

NASA SMAP

Nasa Management Plan Documentation and Data Item Descriptions

4.3

(DID) Information System and Documentation Standards; Draft

Releases

SSPO 30000

Space

DoD-STD-2167A

Military

Standard Defense System Software Development

DoD-STD-2168

Military

Standard Defense System Software Quality Program

Station

Program

Definitions

and Requirements (SSP);

Draft

4/89-0042-SMV-6480

Figure

9.

Selected guidance for projects requiring

V&V.

Reviews and audits include software
requirements review, preliminary and critical
software design reviews, software V&V review,

required to ensure that the implementation of the
software satisfies system requirements. Others
include the software requirements specification,
software design description, the software
verification and validation report, user documentation, and software configuration management

plan.

functional audits, physical audits, in-process
audits, and managerial review.
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Drafts of NASA documentation standards for
information systems [22] have defined basic

documentation requirements

for

as specified in the contract. Contractors are
required to perform evaluations of life cycle
phase outputs. Some evaluation criteria which
are applicable are internal consistency, understandability, traceability, consistency with various
documents, test coverage of requirements, and
analyses of coding techniques, timing, and sizing
allocations. While a software V&V effort Is not
required, the evaluation criteria are related to

management

planning, product specifications, assurance
specifications, and management control and
status reports.

The

life

cycle documentation

standards are intended to serve as a model for
organizing and executing the management,
engineering, and assurance activities of software
development and sustaining engineering
(maintenance). The draft version, 4.2C of August
1988 [22], provides documentation requirements
for all software V&V implementations, whether

objectives of software

V&V

activities.

Review

of

software requirements follows system requirements and system design review; software
preliminary design and critical design reviews

performed by developer or an independent
organization. The general project plan must
address how software quality will be assured, and
must address software verification and validation

precede system design and

critical

design

reviews. The V&V analyses in the software
documentation can provide engineering Information to system level reviews on how well the
software will meet system requirements.

every life cycle phase. A criticality assessof the project characteristics determines
how software V&V will be implemented for the
NASA projects. When IV&V is used, it must be
defined in the appropriate subsection of the
product assurance plan. The published Version
4.3 of the NASA documentation standards was
released in February 1989 [22] and contains a
format for a verification and validation plan which
may be used for internal or independent V&V.

for

ment

The

and quality assurance.

Inter-

V&V

effort is

may serve

The SPA

directs that software

in

performing

V&V.

Each of these documents requires evaluation of
the software products for each life cycle phase,
either by the developer or by some other group.
The major V&V requirements of these documents
are summarized

o

in

the following:

SPMP: V&V addressed
management

in

project

plan

o

SQAP: SVVP

o

NASA & SSP:

required

addressed and

is

V&V must be
governed by each

project's characteristics

o

software
DOD-STD-21 67A:
development contractor Interfaces
with IV&V agent whose role Is
determined by AF pamphlet;
evaluation criteria must be satisfied
by contractor and IV&V

o

DOD-STD-2168: software quality
program and use of V&V deter-

V&V

be performed as directed by a SSP Master
Requirements document for
each SSP element. A Level
IV&V plan, (a
document type specific to the SSP) establishes
t>asic IV&V requirements for the SSP.
II

DOD-STD-2167A

[24], estab-

Government agencies

the role of contractors

activities of software

Verification Process

In

DOD-STD-2168

Many of the
the software quality program.
evaluation requirements (e.g., product evaluations, certification) can be fulfilled by the

determined and monitored by the appropriate
level of software management and development
plans. There must be a process to assure that
the software life cycle produces reliable and
maintainable software. Reliability and maintainability assurance includes V&V tasks (e.g.,
requirements analysis and requirements traceability analysis, design analysis, fault tolerance
analysis, code evaluation and test plan
evaluation).

Standard Defense System Software

reports on these findings.

describes Software Product Assurance (SPA) as
a technical discipline responsible for requirements, criteria, and the performance of activities
to oversee the software safety, reliability,
maintainability,

Military

lishes requirements for a software quality
program. Contractors determine whether an Item
or activity meets specified criteria and maintain

The Space Station Program (SSP) Definition and
Requirements Document, June 1988 draft [23],

action with an independent software

"

Quality Program"

[17], the software develop-

mined by contractor.

ment contractor interfaces with the IV&V agent(s)
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4.2

Guidance Addressing
Project Development

The standards and
require

V&V

project's

life

named

in figure

an inherent part

cycle activities.

approach by addressing a different level of
criticality and type of software in four separate
documents. Pre-developed software refers to
software prior to issuance of a contract or
purchase order. The documentation identifies
the following requirements for each type of

as Part of

guidelines listed

activities as

not necessarily
often are

V&V

These

named as V&V

10

of a

activities are

activities but

at the specific task level or

software:

even

developed software:
requirements and design reviews;
test plan, including acceptance

are implied because the evaluation objectives are
those that are found in the definition of specific

V&V

critical

tasks.

The Department of Interior developed a set of
documents to manage their system life cycle

plan,

identification

verification of

requirements to demonstrate
acceptance

compliance with
criteria;

pre-developed software:
for critical developed
software except requirements
critical

same as
review

is

not required;

identifying major acquisitions for applicability.

The

Interior's guidelines for

developed software:

non-critical

The same criteria could be applied to determine
when a V&V effort is applicable. The life cycle
requirements complement those of
FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012 and can be used
together. The Department of Agriculture has
agencies

required verification plan with
verification and test activities;
non-critical

no test

use by their

pre-developed software:

plan, verification plan or

validation requirements.

[26].

The Handbook on Software

Canadian standard [27] for software
quality assurance uses a significantly different

Quality Assurance for

the Nuclear Industry [28] has one chapter on
verification and testing. Software V&V is under

draft

DOI

A Project Manager's Guide
Management

to Application

DOA

A

to

CAN

Software Quality Assurance Program; Drafts

NUREG

of

subcontracted components and
subcontractor software quality
assurance program; validation

These consist of a regulatory statement, a
handbook, and a detailed guide for project
managers. The handbook defines the system life
cycle and the major responsibilities and management decision points within that life cycle. Some
required activities are those required in the
software V&V standards and guidelines (e.g., unit
test, system test, database validation, test
procedures, user acceptance plan and validation
procedures). The handbook states criteria for
[25].

adapted the

including

test; verification

Project Manager's

Guide

Systems

System

Life

Life

Cycle

Cycle Management

Handbook
to the

of Software Quality Assurance Techniques Applicable
Nuclear Industry

D0D-STD-2167A

Military

Standard Defense System Software Development

DoD-STD-2168

Military

Standard Defense System Software Quality Program

4/89-0043-SMV-6480

Figure 10. Selected guidance for projects incorporating
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V&V.

the responsibility of software quality assurance,

5.0

although the verification tasks should be
performed independent of development. The
handbook describes the concepts of verification,
general testing and acceptance testing and
suggests verification for each life cycle phase
and provides checklists for each phase.

Software engineering technology has matured
sufficiently to be addressed in approved and draft
software engineering standards and guidelines.
Many of these documents address project level
requirements for reviews to ensure satisfactory
progress at interim steps along the life cycle.
Standards for software V&V require activities
which produce the information that management
needs to decide whether or not to allow the
project to progress to the next development step
and at completion whether or not to accept the
product.
V&V coexists with other quality
engineering disciplines and complements many

NASA, SSP, DOD-STD-2167A and DOD-STD2168 establish requirements for software
evaluation that may be satisfied by an IV&V effort
but they also place software quality requirements

on the software development contractors
While the intent of the Air Force
pamphlet is to determine when independent
software V&V is necessary, the contractors can
use the AF pamphlet to determine their software

themselves.

V&V

FIPSPUB132/IEEE1012

requirements.

V&V program

engineering functions

fits

activities,

including

V&V

of

as part

within the

the project are the

following:

o

DOI,

DOA:

internal

life

plan,

the developer's

examine the software

in

cycle management;

activities

of

unit

United States businesses and industries, along

test,

with Federal agencies, spend billions annually on

system test, test procedures,
database validation, user acceptance

that, like

is

activities

From this study of standards and guidelines, it
can be seen that the V&V guidance documents
can be used to complement the requirements of
the project level documents.

guidance documents
of

V&V

from a systems viewpoint. Results from
V&V analyses and tests can supply systems
engineering data for every review and audit
required by general project standards.

ANS and JPL

The key features

A major
other quality

detail

contractor environment, with additional guidance

coming from

V&V and

of the software engineering disciplines.

difference between

nicely into the next step of planning and imple-

menting a software

CONCLUSIONS

computer software

and validation proce-

in

many

of their functions:

o

to manufacture their products,

o

to provide their services,

o

to administer their daily activities,

o

to perform their short and long term

dures.

o

CAN: verification and test activities
and performing agent determined
by criticality level; separate

management

standards.

o

NUREG:

As with other products, industries and businesses are discovering that their increasing
dependence on computer technology to perform
these functions emphasizes the need for safe,
secure, reliable computer systems. They are

independence recom-

mended; descriptions

of

V&V

techniques, testing, and checklists
for

o

each

life

cycle phase.

NASA, SSP, DOD-STD-2167A,

recognizing that software quality and reliability
are vital to the U.S.'s ability to maintain its
competitiveness and high technology posture in
the marketplace. V&V is one of several meth-

software development
contractors have responsibility for

2168:

internal software quality activities;
software requirements specified for

each

life

functions.

odologies that can be used
quality software.

cycle phase.
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for building vital
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